WHAT IS ROUND DANCING? by Harold & Meredith Sears
Round dancing is choreographed and cued ballroom dancing. We dance most of the popular
ballroom rhythms, such as foxtrot and waltz, cha-cha and rumba, and many others listed in the
navigation bar to the left. This is a pretty long list. There is certainly no need to get bored with
round dancing.
The exciting difference between round dancing and free-style ballroom dancing is that each
round dance has been fully choreographed ahead of time. A beautiful piece of music is selected,
and the different steps or figures are chosen to fit the music exactly. If the music swells and
pauses briefly, then a dance step that rises and stretches is put into that place. If there is a little
syncopation in another part of the song, then a quick little step is inserted. The creation of a piece
of choreography is like engineering a machine, with every gear and lever in just the right place to
give smooth and flowing motion. The step-by-step instructions on how to dance this
choreography is written out in what is called a "cue sheet."
Second, there is a cuer or leader at the front of the ballroom who tells the dancers what steps to
do. As the music plays, and just ahead of the beat, so the dancers have time to respond, the cuer
names each dance figure in the choreography. The cueing lets us dance lots and lots of dances
without having to memorize the choreography. You may recognize that this is the way square
dancing is done, with a caller telling the couples what to do: “swing your partner, do-si-do.” In
round dancing, the cuer might say: "open telemark, pick up, and diamond turn."
But compare this round dancing with free-style ballroom. In ballroom dancing, the man has to
think of what figures he wants to do to this music and then he has to lead the woman to do those
figures. Most men just aren’t that sharp—to do at least three things at the same time: think up the
choreography, make his feet do what he has thought up, and lead the lady to do it with him.
When I ballroom dance, I can usually think of maybe a half-dozen different things to do, and
then we do them over and over. Meredith whispers, “Let’s do something different,” but my
mind is a blank.
So, for the man, the round dance cuer is a savior. Someone else has thought up what steps
should be done to this particular piece of music. The choreographer has carefully studied the
music ahead of time and has selected just the steps that best fit each measure of music, and the
cuer reminds us of what we should do as we dance. Instead of only 6 or 8 different steps, that I
could think of myself, a round dance might easily have 30 or 40 different figures. No, we
certainly don’t get bored doing the same steps, over and over again.
And then the next dance of the evening will contain a different selection of figures, arranged in
still different sequences. Literally thousands of round dances have been choreographed over the
years, and everyone is unique. What other hobby provides such richness, such mental and
physical challenge, and at the same time allows you to hold a beautiful (or handsome) partner in
your arms all the while?
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